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To the left, there have been some highball
additions to the Zendik area.
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Nutcracker

3 Ring Ooze
7B
Extend Tappings Of Power to finish on the
wedged block up and right.
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The first new problem is just left of the corner on
the right side of the crag.

4 Backwards Magic 7A+
Take the Zendik crimp with LH and pull into
underclings just above with RH. Continue
straight up to the high jug.
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Zendik Area
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Further left again, there are some good problems
around the groove and bulge.
7 Crucifixed 7B
From the arete, head for the poor crack. Finish
on the jug above.
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Zendik, 7A
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10a Nutcracker 7C+
From the large flat jug, follow the crack
leftwards to the other big flat jug. Holds above
the crack are out, as is the footledge.
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10b Notcracker 6B
As per Nutcracker, but use the footledge. The
same grade in both directions.

8 Groove Right 7A
Start on edges at the base of the right arete. Pull
into the groove and work upwards. Eliminate the 11 Oddstart LOW 6A+
Start matched on the undercut. The footledge is
protruding footblock.
allowed. Climb the bulge to a good ledge.
9a The Groove 6A
12 Project
Climb the groove, finishing on the high jugs
above the right arete.
9b Groove Sans Block 6C
This time, eliminate the protuding footblock.
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5 Brick Shaped Dreams 6C
1 Egyptology 6C SIT 7A+
Climb the arete of Yahoo! to gain the ramp, then
Sitstart twin cracks left of the corner. Gain crimps step right and make crux moves to gain a high
then make a hard move for a hold on the left
jug.
arete. Finish on jugs in the break above.
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6 The Ten Year Itch 7B
Just right of the blank wall, tick-tack up twin
Further is the Faith And Energy wall.
cracks to gain good flat edges.
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2 Meeting Palms 7C
Climb the left arete on its right. Make a crux
match on the sloper to finish.
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